Script started on Tue Jan 06 17:12:39 2004
santeetlah 1> readwords ~/data/poe.txt
read 2324 words in 0.03 seconds
1051 different words in 0.13 seconds // nested loops WordStats
1038 different words in 0.01 seconds // sort, one loop SortedWordStats
1039 different words in 0.17 seconds // StringSetStats
1039 different words in 0 seconds // SetStats

santeetlah 2> readwords ~/data/melville.txt
read 14353 words in 0.18 seconds
4286 different words in 2.47 seconds
4255 different words in 0.1 seconds
4256 different words in 2.87 seconds
4256 different words in 0.05 seconds

santeetlah 3> readwords ~/data/shakespeare/romeo.txt
read 25788 words in 0.31 seconds
6437 different words in 7.96 seconds
6393 different words in 0.19 seconds
6394 different words in 6.62 seconds
6394 different words in 0.09 seconds

santeetlah 4> readwords ~/data/hawthorne.txt
read 85753 words in 1.1 seconds
^C (interrupted by user)

santeetlah 5> readwords ~/data/shakespeare/macbeth.txt
read 18232 words in 0.24 seconds
5332 different words in 4.54 seconds
5297 different words in 0.12 seconds
5298 different words in 4.31 seconds
5298 different words in 0.07 seconds